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The food we eat has a massive impact, not just on
our health but also on the health of our planet. With just
a few small changes, we can make a positive difference
for ourselves and for nature, including tigers.

YO U R A D O P T I O N U P D AT E

COLOU R TE
YOU R P L A

One third of the food we
produce is lost or wasted.
Try planning your meals so
you use everything you buy

Buy foods from sustainable
sources – look for MSCcertified fish, free-range
and fair trade products
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FEET
KAMRITA AND RANU HAVE
BOTH BEEN ON THE MOVE
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WWF-Hong Kong, 15/F, Manhattan Centre, 8 Kwai Cheong Road, K
 wai Chung, N.T., Hong Kong.
Tel: (852) 2526 1011, Fax: (852) 2845 2734, Email: adopt@wwf.org.hk
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A tiger can eat
up to 20% of its
own body weight
in 24 hours –
around 45kg for
a large male
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Eat a rainbow of yummy fruit
and veg each day, with beans,
nuts and other proteins, and
cut down on meat
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We’ve found new camera trap pictures of Ranu,
and we think Kamrita might be putting her paws
up in a quieter part of the park

relatively small area, and although it’s great
to see the population thriving, this does mean
more competition for space and prey.

s I write this report, we’ve just finished
22 days of camera trap monitoring in
Kamrita’s home range. But once again,
your stealthy tigress eluded us.

Kamrita is now around 11 years old, so she may
have decided to find a secluded spot where there
are fewer tigers to contend with. Please don’t
worry though, as we’ll keep on looking for her,
and bring you news of her whereabouts as soon
as we can. Ranu has been roaming too. You may
remember reading in your previous update that
she seemed to be following Kamrita, but since

ALL CHANGE
This is the second time Kamrita hasn’t
shown, and we suspect she might have upped
sticks and headed to a different part of the
park. Her wild and wonderful neighbours
could be the reason.
We were surprised, and delighted, to find
images of no less than 12 other tigers in
Kamrita’s home range, including her beautiful
daughter Ranu. That’s a lot of tigers in a
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NEIGHBOURHOOD
WATCH
We thought you’d like
to see recent camera
trap footage showing
some of the spotted
deer and tigers that
share Kamrita and
Ranu’s home. Watch
these wild wonders
now at:

wwf.org.uk/
wildchitwan

then she’s travelled to the east of the park, and
for the moment, seems to be settling there.

RESTFUL RETIREMENT

IMAGES © WWF-NEPAL
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Compiled by Sabita
Malla from WWF-Nepal’s
tiger team, whose
work your adoption
helps support

AT

In April, we celebrated a rise in
estimated wild tiger numbers, from
3,200 to 3,890 –- the first increase in
tiger conservation history! Look out
for your update for more
about our goal to double their
numbers by 2022.

We found two amazing photos of Ranu
prowling through her new domain at night,
which is when tigers mainly go out to hunt.
We also found images of sambar deer, one of
the main animals the big cats prey on. A large
deer can provide a tiger with a whole week’s
worth of food, so we hope Ranu’s hunting
was successful.

WEALTH OF WILDLIFE

Ran
u

Our camera traps often reveal
images of the other amazing animals
sharing Kamrita and Ranu’s home.
Among the fantastic finds this time
were elephants, rhinos, golden jackals,
porcupines, sloth bears and fishing cats.
You may not be very familiar with the last
two creatures. Sloth bears feed on termites
and ants, using their long curved claws to
dig into nests. Once they’ve made a hole they
close their nostrils and use their lips like a
vacuum nozzle to suck out the insects.
Fishing cats mainly prey on fish (hence
their name) and have been seen plunging
their heads under water to catch them, as
well as scooping them out of the water
with their paws.
The amazing variety of wildlife is partly
due to Kamrita and her fellow tigers. Without
them, there could be too many plant-eating
animals like deer, leading to the forest being
over-grazed and the balance of life disrupted.
Tigers really are top cats, and we think you’re
tops for helping to protect them through
your adoption. Thank you.

anu’s
One of R
neighbours

Kamrita
is now around
11 years old,
so she may have
decided to find a
secluded spot
where there are
fewer tigers to
contend with

YOU’RE AMAZING >> As well as helping to
safeguard tigers, your adoption supports our other
vital work to help protect our beautiful planet and
its wildlife. You’re really making a difference.
WILD NEIGHBOURS
Some of the other

G

animals sharing your
tiger’s home. From left to
right: sambar deer, fishing
cat, wild dog, porcupine,
sloth bear
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SAVING
OUR
SHARED

HERITAGE
More than half of all natural World Heritage
Sites are at risk, but together we can help
remove the danger and save them from
destruction

They’re some of the planet’s most extraordinary
natural treasures –- home to precious plants and animals,
and they provide jobs, food and fresh water for millions of
people living nearby. Chitwan National Park, where your
Kamrita lives, is one of them and an excellent example
of achieving a balance between people and nature. Yet
shockingly, 114 out of the 197 natural World Heritage Sites
are under threat from harmful industrial activities
such as mining, oil and gas drilling, and construction
of large-scale infrastructure.
© JOHN DOWNER / NATUREPL.COM

You’re already helping to safeguard tigers and their
habitats through your adoption, thank you so much for your
support!
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WATCH UPORNY
BEING RELEASED
You can watch the amazing
footage of Uporny’s release
back into the wild at:

YOU’RE
OUR HERO

wwf.org.uk/uporny

UPORNY
UPDATE

THANK YOU!
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If Uporny continues to stay on his best
behaviour, the team will unfasten his
collar remotely, without disturbing
him. We’re hoping this will happen,
and of course we’ll continue to keep you
updated. Read on for more about Pavel.

TIGER-TASTIC FOOTAGE
Not one, not two, but four
Amur tigers to make you smile.
Check out the beautiful camera
trap footage from Sikhote-Alin
Nature Reserve, Russia. This
world-leading site recently
achieved Conservation Assued |
Tiger Standards (CA|TS) status,
acknowledging its excellence
in managing tiger protection.
Watch the footage now at:

wwf.org.uk/sikhote

Sabita Malla,
Senior Research Officer,

WWF-Nepal
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WHO’S YOUR CO

SERVATION HER

O?

We’d love to know who inspires you when it comes to protecting wildlife. They could be a person
already famous for conservation, or your very own unsung hero – such as someone who’s gone the extra
mile to help an animal in trouble. We hope you’ll get in touch and tell us with a letter or picture.
Email us at adopt@wwf.org.hk, your hero could be featured in a future update.

Y CO

Latest signals show Uporny moving
towards the city of Nikolaevsk-na-Amure.
He’s avoided roads and populated areas
so far, and there’s no reason to think he’ll
stray close to the city, but the team are on
standby just in case.

and elsewhere

As you’ll have read on page 6,
Pavel works tirelessly to monitor and
protect Amur tigers from threats such
as poaching and conflict with local people.
That’s why he’s another of our heroes.
In one year alone, Pavel helped
catch 2,000 poachers.
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Uporny stayed in the park for a few
months, then he got itchy paws. He
headed northwards and reached the
Amur river, preying on wild boar along
the way. Since then he’s survived the
harsh Russian Far East winter, and kept
on travelling.

Thank you for helping
to support our work to
protect tigers, so they
can live and roam happily
in the jungles of Nepal

TIGER GUARDIAN

A

After a spell in Utyos Rehabilitation
Centre, Uporny was fitted with a satellite
collar, then Pavel and a team of experts
released him on the borders of Anyuisky
National Park. In an awesome display of
power, the magnificent tiger leapt from
the truck and sped full pelt into his new
wild home. Since then, the team has
been following Uporny’s movements by
tracking signals from his satellite collar,
and making regular field trips to look for
signs of activity.

TIGER TRAIL

MAIN © VLADIMIR FILONOV / WWF, INSET © YURY SMITYUK / WWF

ast year, Uporny’s successful
release back into the wild,
helped by Pavel Fomenko and
his colleagues at WWF-Russia.
Uporny attacked some dogs after
wandering too close to a town,
so he was relocated to prevent any
further harm.

Not a day goes by without us appreciating the
lifeline you give magnificent tigers through your adoption.
To us, and to the field team in Nepal, you’re a conservation hero
and we can’t thank you enough

M

His name means stubborn in Russian,
but this magnificent Amur tiger has eagerly
embraced his freedom
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The food we eat has a massive impact, not just on
our health but also on the health of our planet. With just
a few small changes, we can make a positive difference
for ourselves and for nature, including tigers.
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One third of the food we
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you use everything you buy

Buy foods from sustainable
sources – look for MSCcertified fish, free-range
and fair trade products
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A tiger can eat
up to 20% of its
own body weight
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around 45kg for
a large male
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Eat a rainbow of yummy fruit
and veg each day, with beans,
nuts and other proteins, and
cut down on meat

